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This invention relates to a double walled ther
mally insulated vessel and has for its primary ob
ject to improve the insulating characteristics of

by employing this invention which embodies
among its features a, thermally insulated vessel
Which includes an inner wall and an outer wall
in Spaced relation to the inner wall and a radia

the Vessel.

Thermally insulated vessels of the type to which
this invention relates are primarily employed for
confining lic lified gases, such as liquid hydrogen,
liquid air and the like which when subjected to
normal temperatures tend to return to their nor
mally gaseous state. One means of preserving
the liquified gases in a liquid state is to introduce
them into thernally insulated vessels, such as
Oewar flasks and the like. By thus preserving the
temperature of the liquid as low as possible, its

tion shield supported in the space batween the

Walls and out of contact with the inner wall.
Other features includes Spaced bands of 8 ma.
O

Still other features include forming in the
shield adjacent the Spurs openings to facilitate
the evacuation of the space between the walls of
the vessel, and avoid the trapping of air between
the Spaced bands and the radiation shield.

volatilization is inhibited, and hence the Storage
and tranSportation Cf Such liqlified gaSeS iS uSUL
ally effected in therinally insulated vessels. In
view of the highly volatile nature of these liquified

gases it becomes of paramount importance to pre
vent as far as possible the transnission of heat
from the surrgunding atmosphere to the liquids
and hence evacuated vessels, such as DeWar flasks
and the like have been extensively employed.
These as heretofore constructed, however, do not
satisfactorily interrupt the flow of radiant energy

In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view through a
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into the vesses containing the liquified gases, nor

typical thermally insulated vessel of the type em
ployed for the holding of liquified gases, showing
this improved radiation shield in place;
Figure 2 is a horizontal sectional view taken
Substantially along the line 2-2 of Figure 1:
Figure 3 is a fragmentary enlarged sectional

View through a portion of the inner wall of the

veSSel and tine radiation shield to illustrate in de

will the ordinary silvering of the surfaces of the
Walls of the vessels, Such as that commonly ein
ployed in "Therinos' bottles, and the like turn
back sufficient radiant energy to enable them
satisfactorily to serve as containers for liquified
gases Such as those above rentioned.
It is therefore another object of this invention
to airest, and turn back energy radiations before
they call contact the inner Wall of a double walled

terial possessing low thermal conductivity en
circling the inner wall and spurs on the radiation
shield for engaging the bands and holding th
Shield in Space.

tail
the manner of supporting the radiation shield
in place;
Figure 4 is a longitudinal Sectional view
3)

through a modified form of this invention, and:
Figure 5 is a transverse Sectional view taken
Substantially along the line 5-5 of Figure 4.
Referring to the drawings in detail a conven
tional thermally insulated vessel designated gen
erally AC comprises an inner bottle or container

thernally insulated vessel and thus prevent the

which is surrounded by an outer waii 2 which

abScription of the energy in said inner wall and
the subsequent transmission of the energy into

as illustrated in the drawings is spaced from the

the fictid Contained Wittiin the Wessel.

WeSSel

In the modern construction of thermally in
sulated double walled vessels of one type to which
this invention relates, the vessels are constructed
of metal, preferaily stainless steel having a low

Wall
i

readily lend itself to the silvering process em
terafore the necessity for protecting the con
tents of the vessel from radiant energy becomes

45

2 is provided with an evacuating passage 8 of

conventional form which is adapted to be closed
and sealed by a cap after the evacuation of

the Space between the Walls and 2.
Surrounding the inner container are Gigi

Gf patrainouilt importance in order to preserve to
the greatest degree possible the liquid condition

of the contents of the vessel.

A further object is to satisfactorily inhibit the

passage of radiant energy into the contents of a

I:hodern Steel thern ally insulated container.

The above and other objects may be attained

is provided with a botton 3, and Sup

ported on the underSide of the botton between
the bottom 3 and the botton waii is of the
Outer container 2 is a conventional basket S

in which finely divided charcoal or the like is
contained. The bottom 3 of the outer cylinder

thern 3 conductivity. Such material does not,

ployed in the coa Venitional “Therinos” bottle and

to form a closed chamber. The Wall or

5.

tudinally spaced bands 8 of asbestos rope or like
imaterial pOSSessing low thernal conductivity and
transmission characteristics, and extending
arolind the band 8 is a radiation shield desig nated generally 9 which in its present form
comprises a tubular body 2 having a bottorn 2:
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vessel

and the bottom 4 of the outer vessel

tents of the inner vessel from the effects of radi

2. The tubular body 2 lies between the side
Walls of the inner vessel i and the outer vessel
2 and completely out of contact with either wali.
In Order to support the radiation Shield 9 in
proper position in the Space between the inner
and outer walls of the vessel, incisions are formed

ant energy.
In constructing a flask in accordance with the
modified form of the invention, the inner and
outer vessels are first formed in a conventional
manner after which the tubular body 33 carrying
itS Support 34 is Sealed in place in the outer ves

in the Shield 9 adjacent the bands i8 and the

Sel as illustrated. The inner veSSel is neXt intro

material of the wall between the incisions is

duced into place and the open ends of the vessels
are sealed together at 30 to form a double walled
vessel having a space 29 therebetween and the
radiation shield interposed between the cylindri
cal portions 25 and 27 of the inner and outer
vessels. The Space 29 between the vessels is then

forced in Wardly to form inwardly extending
tongues or Spul'S 22 which bite into the respective
bands 8, and thus firmly support the shield 9
in piace. The Spaces 23 formed by the invard
bending of the tongues 22 serve to prevent the
trapping of air between the shield 9 and the wall
of the inner vessel during the evacuation of
the space between the walls and 2.

The radiation shield 3 is formed of soft cop
per sheet of about 1/100 of an inch in thickness,
and both sides of the copper sheet are highly

4.

of the hollow body 33 forming the radiation shield
32 are likewise silvered so as to protect the con

which lies between the botton 3 of the inner

evacuated in a conventional manner and sealed
20

and the radiation Shield silvered or otherwise

polished to produce a mirror finish. It will thus
be seen that when the vessel 3 is subjected to
radiant energy, its paSSage through the vessel
and into the contents thereof Will be inhibited by
the shield 9, and since the insulation character
istics of the evacuated Space between the inner
and outer vessels i and 2 prevents the conduc

treated to inhibit the passage of radiant energy

tion of heat, from the exterior to the interior of

the vessel, it is evident that a vessel equipped

as at 3 to foim a complete Vacuum vessel in
which the radiation shield is Supported in the
evacuated space. With the inner and outer Sur
faces of the Walls of the inner and outer vessels,

30

with this improved radiation shield not only pro

tects the contents against conducted heat, but
also protects the contents from the effects of
radiant energy.
In the modified form of the invention illus
trated in Figures 4 and 5 there is disclosed a

While in the foregoing there has been shown

and described the preferred embodiment of this

flask designated generally 24 which comprises an
inner tubular body 25 closed at one end by a

Concavo-convex Wall 26. Surrounding the body
25 in Spaced relation thereto is a tubular body 27
which is closed at one end by a concavo-convex
Wall 28, and the body 25 is fitted into the body 2.
to form between the walls thereof a space 23.

invention it is to be understood that minor

.

changes in the details of construction and ar
rangement of parts may be resorted to Without
departing from the spirit and scope of the inven
tion as claimed.
Having described the invention, what is claimed
as new is:

1. As a new article of manufacture a thermally

The Open ends of the bodies 25 and 2s are Sealed

together at 30, rigidly to support the body 25 in

therethrough, it will be obvious that the contents
of the flask will be protected from the effects of
any radiant energy striking the vessel. Since the
radiation shield is supported in Spaced Irelation
to the inner vessel, it will be obvious that any
heat absorbed by the radiation shield will not be
passed by way of conduction to the contents of
the vessel and since the radiation shield inter
rupts the transmission of radiant energy through
the vessel, the contents of the vessel will remain
unaffected for long periods of time.
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insulated vesse which includes an inner wall, an

Spaced relation to the body 27 as will be readily
oater wall in spaced relation to the inner wall,
understood upon reference to the drawings. After
the space between the walls being evacuated,
joining the bodies 25 and 2 as above described
spaced bands of a material possessing low ther
the Space 2S between the walls thereof is evacu
mal conductivity encircling the inner wall and
ated and Sealed off as at 3i in a manner conven 50 spaced from the outer wall, a, radiation shield
tionally employed in the production of what, are
Sported on said bands in the evacuated Space
commonly known in the art as Dewar flasks.
and out of contact with either wall, and Spurs on
ihe improvement in the flask just referred to
the radiation shield for engaging the bands and
comprises securing in the body 27, and in spaced
holding the shield in place.
relation to the Walls of the bodies 25 and 2 a.
2. As a new article of manufacture a thermally
55
radiation shield 32 which as illustrated in the
insulated vessel which includes an inner wall,
diraWings comprises a hollow body 83 of a diam
an outer wall in Spaced relation to the inner
eter greater than the body 25 and of a diameter
wall, the space between the walls being evacu
less than the body 2. The tubular portion of this
ated, spaced bands of a material possessing low
shield is Substantially coextensive in length with 80 thernal conductivity encircling the inner wall
the bodies 25 and 2; so that one end is spaced
and Spaced from the outer wall, a radiation
from the junction 30 of the bodies. A suitable
shield supported on said bands in the evacuated
Support 34 is carried by the end of the tubular
5jace and olit of contact With either Wall, Spurs
portion of the body 33 remote from the sealed
on the ladiation shield for engaging the bands
ends of the bodies 25 and 2 and extends out
and holding the shield in place, and said radia
Wardly as shown to engage the botton 28 of the 65 tion shield having Spaced openings extending
body 27 near its junction with the body.
therethrough adiacent the Spurs.
When the parts are formed of glass as sug
3. As a levy article of nanufacture a thermally
gested by the cross hatching in Figures 4 and 5
insulated vessel comprising an inner hollow cy
the Support 34 is sealed to the bottom 28, and
indirical body closed at one end, an outer hollow
thus the position of the radiation shield 32 is 70 cylindrical
logy closed at one end, said inner and
fixed Within the Space 29. In the preferired form
outer
bodies
being joined at their open ends to
of the invention both the inner and outer surfaces
form a closed space between the walls of the

of the walls 25 and 26 forming the inner vessel, as

Well as the Walls 27 and 28 forming the outer ves

Sel are Silvered and the inner and outer surfaces

bodies, a tubular radiation shield having a closed
end, said shield being disposed in the Space be
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tween the bodies in spaced relation to the junc

tion of the open ends of the bodies, the closed
end of the shield being spaced from the closed

ends of the bodies the inner and outer Surfaces
of the inner and outer bodies and of the radia

tion shield being highly reflective to radiant

energy, spaced bands of low thermal conduc
tivity material embracing the inner wall and
spaced from the outer wali, and outstruck Spurs
in said shield engaging said bands for Support
ing the Shield.
GERARD F. SUTFRIAN.
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